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OUR MISSION
Signal Science, Incorporated, is dedicated to advancing
the state-of-the-art in areas related to signal and data
transmission. Our corporate charter commits us to
undertake projects that advance national defense and
serve the public interest. We concentrate our research
and development efforts on areas that support U.S.
strategic reconnaissance activities.
Independently or at the request of government
agencies, we develop methods to monitor military
threats from other nations. The main thrust of this
work is assessment of foreign weapons systems.

We conceive and apply scientific reconnaissance
methods that neither intrude in foreign affairs nor
violate international law. Using the information
obtained by reconnaissance systems and refined by
analysis, our country's leaders formulate arms-control
treaties, verify compliance with treaty provisions, and
assess the relative offensive and defensive strengths of
other nations.
Threat information aids decisions about future military
needs. The U.S. enters into arms-control treaties only if
reliable treaty-verification methods are available. The
strategic reconnaissance community, including Signal
Science, provides this vital information to our nation's
leaders.

Our projects demand research and development at the
forefront of technology, and unique methods developed
by our staff frequently contribute to the advancement
of strategic reconnaissance. Signal Science engages
in design studies, analyses, prototype development, and
testing activities in signal processing, radar,
communications, and data processing. The following
paragraphs discuss our involvements in these
disciplines.
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SIGNAL PROCESSING
Our engineers participate in many facets of signal
processing: transmission, propagation, reception,
processing, and analysis. We perform theoretical
studies to assess the feasibility of signal processing
solutions, and sophisticated modeling and
simulations support a better understanding of the
phenomenologies. Having established feasibility in the
laboratory, we undertake proof-of-concept experiments
in the field. Recorded signal data are returned to our
laboratories for off-line processing and analysis.
Signal Science professionals conceive techniques to
extract signal parameters, especially those masked by
high noise and high interference levels. Unique
methods are tested in the field and have been proved
under very low signal-to-noise conditions.

OURMETHODS
We develop sophisticated hardware to detect and
recognize signals and complex software to simulate
emission, propagation, and reception of signals.
Computer programs simulate RF environments
experienced by reconnaissance systems. Both hardware
and software tools aid our analysts in simulating
signals to quantify distortions caused by propagation,
reception, and processing. Digital implementation of
recognition, demodulation, and equalization algorithms
permits rapid assessment of many newly developed
methods.
We configure portable antennas, receivers, recorders,
and related test equipment at field locations and
perform on-site experiments. Field testing permits finetuning of processing algorithms for optimal detection,
recognition, and signal parameter recovery under the
adverse conditions experienced by reconnaissance
system operators. In addition, we perform engineering
tests to assess the performance of operational RF
signal reconnaissance systems.
'"

Many processing algorithms operate off-line on
recorded signals. We employ diverse processing
methods in our analog and digital signal processing
laboratories. Processed signal data yield identities
of complex signal modulation formats and facilitate
signal parameter recovery.
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OUR METHODS

COMMUNICATIONS
Advanced communications studies include topics such
as spread spectrum, packet switching, multichannel
pulse code modulations, formatted signals, and voicegrade modem signals. Our project teams visit field sites
to measure channel distortion and its effects on
recorded signals. Based on data extracted from these
measurements, we conceive methods for distortion
correction, design efficient demodulators, and develop
models of communications systems for the future.
Our communications engineers are assisted by the
Signal Science library of software tools. Highly
versatile computer programs simulate communications
signals, add noise or interference, simulate propagation
distortions, simulate multipath effects, and digitally
implement various demodulation, detection, and
reception methods. We test algorithms using both
simulated and actual communications data.

RADAR
Our analysts apply advanced signal processing methods
to radar problems. Supported by the analog and
digital laboratories, our engineers condition analog
radar signals, then digitize and reduce data recorded on
analog tape. Radar analysts often accept the challenge
of solving radar signal problems not resolved by
routine processing algorithms. Our methods measure
modulations within a pulse, assess radar performance
in environments with high levels of clutter and/ or
interference signals, and quantify target resolution
capabilities.
Signal Science's adaptive processing routines find
widespread application for bistatic radar
configurations. Using digital processing techniques, we
examine intrapulse formats, pulse groups, scanning
formats, and phasing between signals. From the
processed radar signal data, our analysts assess radar
capabilities, characterize radar signal formats, and
deduce characteristics of the intended target.

DATA PROCESSING
Signals obtained from reconnaissance operations
merged with engineering data from field experiments
supply information vital to the assessment of military
threats from other nations. Our analysts extract the
information from signals preserved on either analog
or digital recordings. After reducing these data in our
laboratory, we correlate and analyze the results to
define characteristics of weapons systems, assess
aerospace vehicle performance, and estimate vehicle
flight paths.
Missile simulation and trajectory reconstruction
programs help our analysts develop missile models and
deduce missile system characteristics that are supported
by measurement data. These analysts integrate the
results of diverse signal sources to interpret RF
emissions, verify powered-flight missile models, and
estimate missile motion parameters.

Our variance / covariance algorithms aid the evaluation
of new concepts in signal reception and processing.
Using predictions of measurement accuracy and bias,
we simulate future reconnaissance system performance
and compute error statistics for parameters to be
extracted from future reconnaissance signals. Our
analysts use minimum-variance and maximumlikelihood methods to provide government agencies
with meaningful assessments of new concepts for
reconnaissance applications.
Specialized software programs filter processed
signal data to yield best-fit powered-flight and
trajectory models for the measurement data. Our
methods include digital implementation of least
squares and Kalman filters. We recently added a
unique adaptive whitening algorithm to expand
our estimation capability.

LABORATORIES
Signal Science has equipped three laboratories
specifically to ensure support of our research projects.
In the Digital Laboratory, we use Microvax and VAX
11/750 computers, disk and tape drives, graphics
terminals, and a printer..:plotter. Our Analog
Laboratory features Honeywell, Precision Echo, and
ReA instrumentation recorders with a complement
of modern time-domain and frequency-domain
measurement equipment. A Bancomm high-speed
analog-to-digital converter serves as the interface
between the Digital and Analog Laboratories. In the
Prototype Laboratory, we fabricate and test unique
electronic components and develop specialized
equipment not available on the commercial market.

At the heart of our organization is the staff, and our
professionals are dedicated to developing the most
effective signal system equipment and techniques. Our
engineers, representing many years of comprehensive
experience in all phases of system development,
operation, and analysis, stand ready to respond to the
sophisticated challenges encountered in strategic
reconnaissance.
Our company atmosphere enhances personal as well as
professional growth. Offices are pleasantly decorated,
and to stimulate creativity, management encourages
interaction among professionals representing various
disciplines. Project teams meet informally to discuss
progress, and senior staff members are readily
accessible to offer guidance. Technical professionals
are also encouraged to continue their education and
share their expertise with the community by serving
on the faculty of a college or university.
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OUR

DEDICATION

Day-to-day business at Signal Science is managed in
accordance with the corporate charter. We are a
nonstock corporation founded in 1974 under the
nonprofit corporation codes of the State of California.
Our charter stipulated the purposes for which the
corporation was formed as follows:
To perform scientific investigations, engage in
engineering endeavors, and provide other technical
and advisory services for client entities in projects
which advance national defense and serve the
public interest;
to promote excellence in such projects by requiring
outstanding technical performance and the highest
ethical conduct from all persons acting on behalf of
the Corporation;
to expand the capability of the Corporation to
undertake such projects by assembling a staff of
individuals with superior skills in their disciplines
and by maintaining an environment which fosters
creative and conscientious efforts from this staff;
and
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to develop methods for achieving the greatest
economy in the expenditure of client funds without
adversely affecting performance during any project;
these methods to include a just renumeration
procedure which motivates economical practices
among the staff by strongly rewarding cost-saving
measures.
In keeping with the spirit of public service on which

Signal Science was founded, we proudly dedicate all
our resources to serving our society and our nation.

Corporate Headquarters
Lobby

Signal Science headquarters in Santa Clara, California,
has 28,000 square feet of office and laboratory area.
The branch office in Hanover, Maryland, is
conveniently located to provide direct support to our
East Coast government customers.
The San Francisco Bay Area, long renowned for
cultural and educational opportunities as well as
natural beauty, has recently become equally famous
for innovations in technology. The Santa Clara
Valley has been nicknamed "Silicon Valley" in
recognition of its leadership in development of the
complicated technology required to advance the
state-of-the-art of electronics.

OUR ENVIRONMENT
Bay Area residents choose from a virtual cornucopia of
activities including major-league sports events, winetasting outings, and equine and automobile races. San
Francisco is an acknowledged cultural center, and other
cities and towns along the California coast follow suit.
Numerous museums, ballet companies, orchestras,
symphonies, and theaters offer first-run entertainment.
Galleries from Sausalito to Monterey provide a
panorama of offerings by new and established artists.
Prestigious Stanford University is located a few miles
north of Signal Science, and other outstanding
institutions of higher learning such as the University of
Santa Clara, San Jose State University, the University
of California at Berkeley, and the University of
California at Santa Cruz are nearby. The range of highquality educational and technical training
opportunities is further enhanced by state and city
colleges. These institutions and several well-equipped
technical libraries provide a wealth of information
about a virtually limitless range of subjects.

Our Maryland office, near the Baltimore-Washington
International airport, was established in a center of
advanced technology surrounding the nation's capital.
The history of the area is rich, and a number of
churches, museums, and memorials attract visitors
from around the world. As in the Santa Clara Valley,
educational opportunities in the Hanover area are
abundant and varied.

Signal Science is committed to excellence in
science and engineering. Our company
continues to evolve in accordance with our
charter and with world conditions. Our
engineers have developed expertise in a variety
of disciplines, and this specialized knowledge
will be applied for the good of the public, the
nation, and perhaps, someday, the world.
Should the day dawn that nations are no
longer compelled to stockpile military
weapons, Signal Science will gladly turn its
attention from strategic challenges. As we have
grown with our accomplishments, we have
prepared ourselves so that we are now more
ready than ever to resolve tomorrow's
increasingly complex problems.

OURFUTURE

